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One objective of the ParisFog field experiment is to study the influence of pollution
aerosols on light extinction during fog events. Collocated measurements have been
performed at the SIRTA Observatory (20 km South Paris), documenting microphysi-
cal and optical properties of the atmospheric particles (Aitken aerosols, accumulation
mode dry and wet aerosols, and fog droplets), as well as the radiative budget in the
surface atmospheric layer (from surface to 30 m above ground level). In the 18-19
February 2007 night, a dense fog (horizontal visibility de creases down 70 m) sets
down for 8 hours, due to radiative cooling. This event is chosen as the case study of
the relationship between particles and light extinction. Two complementary optical
particle counters allow sampling the size domain of all atmospheric particles, from
0.01µm to 40µm diameter. Two visibilimeters provide the extinction properties of
ambient particles. Mie theory allows studying the relationship between measured size
distribution and measured extinction property in regards to the particle size.

Hydratation of pollution aerosols generates a slightly brownish haze, which precedes
the fog outbreak. Visibility is high during the day, reaching 30 000 m. A change in
the advection pattern at beginning of the night brings pollution aerosols on the site,
reducing the visibility. These aerosols take up water while relative humidity increases
from 80% to more than 90%, reducing visibility down to 300 m. Wet aerosols are
not larger than 2µm diameter, consequently the spectral dependence of extinction



is not neutral, and the Mie-computed Ångström exponent is around 1, indicating a
brownish color. When relative humidity reaches 100%, the aerosols start to be acti-
vated and droplets larger than 2µm diameter appear. Visibility reduces down to 70
m and Ångström exponent reduces to around 0, the fog is then white. We will study
the succession of events on other fog events documented during the field campaign:
the brownish haze always precedes the fog outbreak ? Transport of pollution aerosols
always occurs before an event of reduced visibility ?


